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INTRODUCTION 
Few builders have had the opportunity to investigate and prove to their 
satisfaction that recently developed techDiques can save time and materials 
in small home constructiono To demonstrate that quick and easy savings can 
be made , a research contract was executed between the Uni ver si ty of Illinois 
and the Housing and Home Finance Agency o Under this eon tract, the Small 
Homes Council developed evidence shoving that dwellings which meet this 
country 9s high standard -for family living can be produced under today 9s con-
ditions of home financing and constructiono This evidence is ·f.n the form 
of material and labor cost-data for two demonstration houses built in 
Champaign, Illinois, in the summer of 1952o The houses were privately. 
financed and were sold on completiono 
The two houses were identical in plan 1 being one-story 1 basementles s 
houses of approximately 1,000 square feeto They were designed to be typical 
of the small house being built today o The second house served as a check on 
the first and gave an opportunity to improve on the techniques used in the 
first houseo 
The techniques used are described in detail in this report* since they 
can cut costs for any builder regardless of the size of his operationo 
*This report is a condensation of "A -Demonstration of New Techniques 
for Low-Cost Small House Construction" by R o ·uo Harrell' and J o To 
Lendrum, University of Illinois, Small Homes Council, Novo 1952, sub-
mitted pursuant to a contract with the Office of the Administrator~ 
Housing and Home Finance Agency 9 authorized under Title. III of the 
Housing Act of 1948 1 as ~endedo 
DESIGN OF DEMONSTRATION HOUSE 
In planning the demonstration house, a program was written which called for 
a three-bedroom house having approximately 1,000 sq. ft. of floor areao The 
resulting structure was 30 1 x 34' (inside dimension) and contained besides 
the three bedrooms, a laundry-bathroom, a large kitchen with adequate space 
for eating, and a flexible living room which could be, by the use of less 
than ceiling-height storage closets, divided into a living room and a play 
areao 
It was felt that this plan met the program requirements in that it pro-
vided for the following: · 
• Activity Areas. Space for all activities required by families was 
included in the house; namely, 1) the bedrooms which are primarily 
sleeping areas, 2) the kitchen area which is a work and eating space, 
and 3) the living room which provides both play area for general 
activities for either children or adults, and a living area. 
o Open Planning. The basic principle of open planning is that each 
space borrows either actually or visually from adjacent areas. In 
the house plan shown, the kitchen borrows space from the entrance and 
hallway through the use of a large opening between the spaces and 
through the omission of a door. The ceiling area painted the same 
color throughout the entire space carries through and ties one area 
into the other o The living and activity (or play) areas are even 
more closely related. The use of a storage wall 6'-4" high allows 
the eye to go beyond the limits of the room and borrows space from 
the adjacent room; at the same time, the height of the storage wall 
gives complete privacy for those in the bedroom area • 
• MUlti-Purpose Rogms or Areas. These are closely related to open 
planning and are designed to make the fullest use of all available 
floor areao An example is the play area that can be either thrown 
into the living room or into the play space. (See pages 6 and ?o) 
• Solar Orientation. The . house is of such a design that it can be ar-
ranged on any lot so that the major glass area of the living room is 
facing southo By such placement, the heating burden ean be reduced 
in the winter, and. at the same time a general feeling of well-being 
can be obtained from the light received by the house. Moreover, 
through the use of the overhangs, the rays of the sun can be excluded 
from the living portion of the house during the sunn:ner months. The 
wide overhang required to provide this control can be easily constructed 
by an extension or the roof plane • 
• Adequate Circulation. Hall space is often considered to be waste 
space, but many home planners overlook the fact that a hall space 
does not need to be defined by walls. If a house is planned so an 
entrance door into a living room ma.kes it necessarY for ·traffic ·.to pass 
diagonally across the roam, the designer has produced a hallway across 
that room just as definitely as though it were limited by walls. In 
the plan as finally designed, there is not only a minimum or hall 
space, but entrances or rooms are so located that traffic need not 
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pass through or across the living portion of another room in order to 
secure access to another part of the houseo This increases the use-
fulness of the living areas without increasing their size. 
o Storageo Provision for adequate storage for the familY belongings is 
a necessary adjunct to any successflll house plan, but particularly to 
those plans that provide neither a basement or an attic as storage . 
areas o In the demonstration house plan~ an arbitrary 4-foot closet 
space was chosen for each individual (the house assumed a maximum 
occupancy of five people)o In addition, storage space was provided 
in the following locations: 
l o Linen closets in the bathroom .. 
2o Above a.rxl below the work counters am also along one entire 
wall of the kitoheno 
.3 o A storage wall between the .living area and the corridor (or 
play space) • 
e The Ia.u:rxiry-Bathroom. In addition to the standard items that are con-
sidered essential in planning a small house, the location of the 
laundr.y was carefully studiedo Three general choices exist in a base-
mentless one-story house-laundry equipment may be in the kitchen, it 
may be in a separate work area 1 or it may be combined with the other 
plumbing fixtures in the bathroom. The latter location was chosen 
for the demonstration house on . the basis of the following decisions: 
lo Laun:lry operations are not compatible with the preparation 
of food and eatingo 
2o The house being small in area, it was not desirable to·r pro-
vide a separate utility room to house the water heater, - the 
furnace, and the laun:lry equipmento 
3o Water supplies would be available in the bathroom so that no 
additional plumbing costs would be involvedo Als·o, the walls 
of the bathroom were to be treated with materials which make 
them impervious to water or to moisture which is frequently 
developed in laundering. 
4o Most of the articles to be laundered come ft>am the bedrooms~ 
either in the form or bedding or personal linen. 
5o The bathroom~ of all of the rooms of the house, is the one 
which is least likely to be upset by laurdering during the 
normal hours for that operation., 
In addition to the flexibility obtained from placement on the lotj the 
basic structure of the house is so designed that · many variations in room ar-
rangements are possibleo It can, for example, be made into a two-bedroom 
house, a two-bedroom house with a dining-room alcove~ into a variety of" · 
houses with two large bedrooms atrl a separate dining and play area, a two-
bedroom house with an extremely open plan, and several variations on the 
three-bedroom plano 
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CONSTRUCTION FEATURES 
The construction features used in the demonstration houses are applicable 
to practically any one-story frame house. Some of these construction fea-
tures may, in addition, be adapted with virtually no change to split-level 
houses, to two-story houses, to masonry houses, and to a lesser extent, to 
row houseso In addition to describing the· general procedures involved in 
each of the major construction techniques, this report outlines the steps 
which must be taken in order to include these features in the construction 
of a house of different designs. 
The construction features considered essential under the conditions of 
test are: 
lo Pre-cutting of framing material. 
2o Floor assembly of exterior walls. 
3o Use of sheet materials. 
4. Pre-assembly of roof trusses and gable ends. 
5. Use of open-room construction (taking advantage of the clear spaces 
provided by the use of roof trusses). 
6. Use of a simplified ·system of window framing. 
7. Use, wherever possible, of full-access closet fronts or of st~rage­
wall units .. 
8. Use of edge insulation in a floor slab, or insulation and moisture 
control in a crawl-space type flooro 
With all of these, the use of modular planning is important, as are care-
fully prepared drawings, framing diagrams, am material schedules. The use 
of modular coordination simplifies their preparation. 
The working drawings for the houses were detailed to make maximum use 
of the stock size of materialso This is one of the basic principles of 
modular coordination. Since a 2-foot stud spacing was used throughout the 
building, the planning module was 2 1-0". (This is a multiple of the basic 
4-inch module of all dimensional coordination, and again is a half of a 
4-foot module which is one of the most common standard dimensions of sheet 
materialo) To eliminate the cutting of interior materials, the full 2-foot 
module was taken to the inside face of the exterior wall; thus, the 30' x 34w 
dimension of the building is the inside dimension while the exterior nominal 
dimension is JQ V-8• x 34'-8". 
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JOB ORGANIZATION 
Step 1~ The first step in organizing a construction project is to adjust 
the dimensions of the )building so they are sui table for the use of modular 
ma.terialso If possible, the interior dimensions should be in even feet or 
multiples of 16 inches if that is the stud spacing being usedo In any case~ 
they should be in multiples or 4 incheso 
Step 2~ To secure a successful, organized job, the foundation wall de-
tails should be adjusted to include edge insulation and proper heating systems. 
If a foundation wall of concrete block is used, the dimensions previously 
chosen for the inside face of the walls for the first floor will be satisfac-
tory o No cut block in the foundation wall should be necessary o The basic 
4-inch module is half of the average nominal thickness of an 8-inch concrete 
block foundation wall whiehj in turn, is a multiple of the 16-inch or 2 1-08 
stud spaeingo {See drawings, page 15, for the cap block detail usedo) . 
Edge insulation is essential for a successful warm and dry base.mentless 
floor,. If a foundation carried below the frost line is used;-·the . edge insu-
lation should go between the slab and the foundation wallo On a grade-beam 
type foundation it can go outside of the foundation wall if adequately pro-
tectedo * If it is a crawl-space floor, the insulation should be attached to 
the inside of the foundation wall and also between the ends of the floor 
joistso ** A heating system which provides heat near the outside walls of 
the house, or in the floor, or in the ceiling, is essential for comfort in a 
basementless houseo 
Step 3 ~ Prepare framing drawings far all walls . and parti ti9ns, showing 
the exact size and location of memberso From this, make a cutting schedule 
of all pieces, and summarize the schedule in a material or order listo Pre-
cut all parts to the scheduleo A framing diagram made prior to the start of 
construction is a necessity; a foreman on a job is not in a position t .o make 
a satisfactory wall layout while he is directing the operations of the work-
meno 
From the framing diagram it is a simple matter to ma.k:e a material listj 
which can be used either to order the number aid size of members for d~ivery 
to the job, or to pre-cut themo 
With a house plan adjusted so the wall dimensions are an even multiple 
of the stud space, the wall studs required for the exterior walls can be 
laid out, as well as the other framing me.mbers 9 headers, jack studs, cripples 9 
blocks 9 plates, etco (See drawing, page 17 o) These should be counted and 
scheduled so that the number of units of each size required is listed in the 
cutting seheduleo (See schedule, page .36o) For maximum efficiency~ modular 
windows must fit into the wall with a minimutn of additional framing material 
or of movement of wall framing me.mberso Often, however, the slight movement 
of a window on the wall of a room will make it possible to eliminate several 
* Small Homes Council Circular F4o.3 1 •concrete Floors for Basementless 
Houses•o . 
** HHFA Technical Bulletin Noo 1, November 1947o 
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extra framing members and will not affect the placement of furniture or the 
use of the room. The ideal coordination between windows and walls was 
achieved in the demonstration house project, but it is impossible to arrive 
. at this unless extreme care is taken with every step and unless the window 
system used is completely coordinated with the wall framing systemo 
The framing drawing should be given to the carpenter foreman, and he 
should be instructed to follow that drawing am cautioned not to change the 
framing system on the jobo He should be provided with the material called 
for in the framing drawing and material scheduleo 
Use power equipment to pre-cut all pieces. · The exact type of equipment 
and the extent to which jigs and fixtures are used will depend on the number 
of pieces to be cuto 
Step 4: Pre-assemble all exterior walls in a horizontal position, 
including the application of exterior siding material and trime 
Floor assembly of wall panels is an essential part of the successful 
organization of any house construction jobo The most difficult operation 
here is the control of the workmen who, without exception, want to tip the 
wall into position much too soon. As a matter of discipline' the foreman 
should be instructed not to tip the wall into position until all of the 
operations are campleteo It is much easier to carry on each of the assembly 
operations when the wall is in a horizontal position. A wall 36 feet long, 
which is complete with window frames, exterior finish material, and trim, 
can be handled easily by five men. 
Assembly proceeds as in a normal job. There is no difference., Follow-
ing the framing diagram exactly, the framing members are assembled and the 
sheathing, louver ; frames, and ~ exterior siding are ·applled o :: The use of sheet 
material obviously simplifies construction at this point as it does in many 
other later points in the house assemblye Care must be taken, of course, to 
insure accuracy in each of these steps so that no cutting and fitting are 
required e Corrections must be made so that the wall panel is of the original 
dimension called for on the drawing. In ordinary procedures, if something 
is out of line, each succeeding item is cut to fit that particular parte 
Thi s is impossible wi th organized house construction since parts are pre-cuto 
The actual time required to tip up the exterior wall is very small com-
pared to its fabrication timeQ No special equipment is needed nor is special 
handling requiredo From a standpoint of organization, it is better to tip 
two walls rather than tipping each one as it is completed. · 
Step 5 : Select a roof truss designed for the span and loads involved a 
Proceed wit h the material schedule, pre-cutting, and assembly as on the 
walls o 
The use of lightweight roof trusses or trussed rafters in house con-
struction has been demonstrated many times as being one of the major important 
labor-saving techniques o The use of trusses also leads to many savings in 
other operationso Adequate designs for roof trusses are now available and 
are in form so that they are generally accepted by building code and insuring 
organizations o The first step in the use of roof trusses is to select the 
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design, including the method of assembly {either ring connectors, nails, or 
glued gusset plates), and the type., Some truss designs call for all 2-inch 
lumber; others call for l-inch webb members, etc., 
Pre-cutting from schedule is carried on exactly as it is for the exterior 
walls, and the pre-assembly of the roof trusses is completed either on the 
subfloor or on a jig tableo As in the pre-assembly and tip-up of exterior 
walls, one of the more difficult operations is to convince the workmen that 
the trusses are not heavy to handle and that the resulting frame is stronger 
and easier to build than a similar frame assembled in the more usual fashion .. 
The actual weight of a truss of 25 1-811 span is 135 poundso For a span of 
30 u-on 1 the weight is only 200 pounds. 
Step 6 g Carry the assembly of the house through to the installation 
of finish material on valls and ceilings before any partitions are erectedo 
Once the roof is in place (see section on truss placement; page 20)~ 
it is essential that no partitions or other divisions of space be erected 
until the finish material has been installed on the entire ceiling ani ex-
terior wallso It is desirable to carry the tr~ing of windows and other 
operations as far as possible before any div~sions are installedo As soon 
as the room is divided, working conditions are much less convenient for the 
carpenterso If a wood finish floor is being used, it can be laid over the 
entire area before partitions are tipped into placeo 
The use of drawings to determine the location of pieces of wallboard, 
similar to the framing drawings for wall studs~ i .s a first and important 
stepo Material lists or sizes and quantities follow the preparation of the 
drawings o The drawings should be furnished to the foreman, · and he should 
be instructed to follow them" 
Step 7 g Repeat the procedures outlined in Steps 3, 4, and 6, applying 
the system to the various interior componentso 
The steps used in the ass'embly of the exterior walls and roof (called 
the • shell" in this report) are repeated in the division of space into rooms, 
the construction of cabinet work, and the fitting .of closets. Drawings, 
framing schedules, material lists, pre-cutting, pre-assembly, and final 
positioning of the components of the interior of the house are. accomplished 
in the same manner as described above for the sheila Variations will exist 
depending on the material or details used a 
The component descriptions which follow give the procedures used for 
the demonstration houseso With slight modifications, they can be used in 
any struct ure o 
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COMPONEN!' PARTS OF DEMONSTRATION HOUSES 
SITE, FOUNDATION, AND SLA.B 
Before any work was started on the site, a detailed study of the construc-
tion was comucted in the drafting roomo Decisions made in the drafting 
roam were based on past experience or on new construction techniques that 
were to be usedo By such organization and pre-planning, field decisions by ·. _ 
the workmen were held to a minimum, conflicts between different trades were 
reduc~~' and working conditions were improved for all tradeso 
With the latter in mind, a bulldozer was used to serape the entire lot 
free of vegeta. tion and debris o In the area that was to be occupied by the 
house and garage 1 4 .inches of top soil was removed and piled at the rear of 
the lot so that it would not -interfere with the septic-tank installation, 
water-line trench, or the delivery or materialo Four inches or soil vas 
also removed from the driveway by the bulldozer, and the driveway was filled 
with pit run gravel to facilitate the delivery of materialso The gravel 
· · served as an Under course for the finished drive o 
-The house was set back 44 r~_E3t on the 70 v x 1.32 1 lot, and the .antici-
pated finished grade line was ·aet 8 inches berow the finished floor line as 
established by the batter boards and building lineso These lines were set 
on the batter boards to correspond with the inside measurements or the ro~ 
dation wall and the finished floor line o This was r~asible due to the shape 
of the foundation cap block. 
Laborers excavated the footing trench to a vidth ~r 16 inches and to a 
depth of 44 inches below the building lines o All of the earth removed from 
the . trenches was placed outside or the found~tion vall to eliminate rehan-
dling during the installation or heat ducts, ~ and also to eliminate the job . 
of tamping which is necessary when earth is used as fill under concrete slab 
floorso 
By diggtng the trenches in this manner and utilizing the firm charac-
teristics or the sQil, no forms were necessary for the pouring of the 
16• x 8" concrete -footings o The mason transferred corner markings -from the 
building lines to the footings; and corners of the concrete ·block foundation 
~wall were startedo The wall nearest the plumbing wall was laid up as the 
Noo 1 wall to form a base line for the plumber o This allowed the plumber to· 
_lay out and start the unierfloO;r plumbing a {See "Plumbing 9D page" 28o) 
The mason chose to. Inake th~ 4 n x 8tt ~ "t6n cap blocks on the job and .he 
used wooden wedges to align them on the foundation wall" {T~:) set them, he · 
used a mortar gun which forced mortar between the joints.) By using a block 
of this design, the edge insulation could be placed in the vertical position 
without cutting the insulationo This operation was done as gravel fill was 
·being dumped inside tpe fotiniation wa.llo ·Gravel was placed along the bottom 
edge of the insulation to h~ld it in placea (See drawing9 -pag~ _ l~o) 
. -
By loeating and installing the plenum chamber for the f'lirnace at this -
time9 trenches for the fiber heating 1ducts .coUld be left qpen and filled to 
the proper depth-o . When the_ concrete was poured9_ ~t was regulated so that 
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5 inches of concrete would be poured on top of the duct at the plenum with 
a gradual rise to the perimet~r loop where only 2 inches of concrete was 
neededo This depth also allowed the pouring of a 2-ineh concrete bed on top 
of the vapor barrier in the bottom of the trenches in which tie-down wires 
were placed every 6 or 8 feeto When this had set, the fiber ducts were· 
fitted and tied in place; register boxes were located and fastened to the 
ducts o Sheet metal •T 1 s•, elbows and angles were used to make the necessary 
fittingso Installation of the fUel supply line was also completed at this 
time o (See •Heatingtt ~ P3-ge 29 o ) 
Wire mesh was put down over the entire slab area, and concrete was 
poured ani finished to complete the foundation worko Walks ani stoops also 
were completed at this timeo 
EXTERIOR TIP-UP WALlS 
With the slab completed, it was immediately turned into a working and 
material storage areao The carpentry crew came to the job and, using a 
radial arm saw9 completed all of the precutting operations for the exterior 
wallso A predetermined cutting schedule was used to guide this operation., 
As each member was cut, it was marked to indicate its·' ultimate useo Criti-
cal selection of these exposed members along with the exposed headers vas 
necessary o As the different sizes of members were cut, they were stacked 
in the center of the slab according to length and markings o Since sanding 
was necessary on the exposed studs, this operation was begun immediately 
following cuttingo 
At the same time, other workmen were preraring a work table for the 
subassembly of the wall sectionso The work table, 6ti x 8 1 9 was made using 
2 x 4 1so It was covered with 3/4-inch plywoodo The work table was placed 
on top of extra high saw-horses to elevate the working area for the carpen-
terso For ease in changing from-one type panel to another, blocks were 
nailed into the plywood to form the jigo By pre-assembly in the jig, better 
control of the operation was possible, and, as a result, the product was 
better . f'inishedo Twenty 4-f'oot window am door sections were made in the 
jig, moved to a position adjacent to the concrete slab, and primedo 
Each wall was assembled near the position it was to occupy in the fin-
ished house, thus eliminating the need for rehandlingo Opposite walls were 
constructed at the same time for better utilization of the working crew. 
The following wer~ the steps used in the assembly process~ 
lo Two chalk lines were snapped on the slab ~ indicating the bot tan of 
the lower plate and the top of the lower member of the double top 
plateo 
2 o Top am bottom pla ~es were placed along these lines o 
3o Centers at 2 feet were marked on both top and bottom plateso Mark-
ing was done from one end of each wall section with a steel tapeo 
Anchor bolt notches were cut in the bottom chordso 
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4o The pre-assembled 4-foot window and door sections were placed in 
position between the plates along with the regular studs, and were 
end-nailed through the top and bottom plates o 
5" All double studs were nailed together at 12-inch intervals o Finish 
nails were used to nail exposed studs together. 
6o A 16-foot section of the upper top plate was glue-nailed in position 
approximately in the center of the wallso This covered the joint 
in the lower top plateo 
. 
7o Exterior trim was applied around all windows and deeorative panel 
openings, with the sill being placed first, the head section next, 
and the mullion trim lasto This trim was so designed that it per-
mitted glass to be set directly against the outside face of the 
2" x 4" structural member o (See drawing, page 19.) 
So Sheets of insul.a.tion board sheathing, 4 1 x ga x J/4", were laid on 
the framing, slipped . under the routed sills, and nailed with 1-1/4-
inch roofing nails.. All joints occurred over studs. 
9o Sheets of asbestos cement, 4 1 x gv x 1/8", were applied directly 
over the sheathing. Joints occurred over studs but n.O joints oc-
curred over a joint in the sheathing. (See drawing, p~ge 17 o) 
A bead of caulking was run over the sheathing where a joint occurred 
in the asbestos cemento Where butt joints between the asbestos 
cement and the mullion occurred (ioeo 1 around windows), caulking 
beads were run under the asbestos cement o No drilling was neces-
sary to nail through the asbestos cement to the studs. Decorative 
panels were handled in the same fashiono 
10., The 1• x 2" frieze was placed and nailedo Pre-cut battens were 
placed over all studs, butted ·against the frieze, am nailed into 
the studs with No o 10 finish nails o 
llo To place the wall, it was first raised along the bottom plate on 
2• x 4" scrap blocks which were at right angles to the wallo The 
wall was then raised to the vertical position and lowered over the 
anchor bolts by removing the 2" x 411t blocking o Temporary bracing 
was used to hold the walls in plaeeo Opposite walls were erected 
in sequence and, as the No o 4 wall came into place, all walls were 
aligned, the remaining sections of the top chords were glue-nailed, 
and the top chords were nailed together at the cornerso The anchor 
bolts were tightened at this timeo The corner stud was then put in 
placeo Sheathing, finish material arrl corner boards were applied 
to complete the wall sections o The . tamporary ·bracing was notre-
moved until after the trusses were erected. 
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ROOF SIDTION 
The roof truss of the demonstration house was an adaptation of the Small 
Homes Council nwn Trusso This truss had a span of 30w-su, a pitch of 3-1/2 
inches in 12 inches, and an over-all length of 36 feeto All structural mem-
bers of the truss were 2 x 4°s with the exception of the top chords--these 
were 2 x 61so 
A pattern truss was cut~ a cutting diagram being used to determine the 
proper angle cuts to be made on each membero This pattern was then used to 
mark all of the remaining members for the pre-cutting operationo As each 
member vas cut, it was stacked according to length, and was then bored for 
ring connectors for assembly into heel and peak jointso Final assembly on 
the jig table was accomplished by joining two heel and one peak subsections 
and adding the two short web memberso For complete details on the "W" Truss, 
see the plan sheet, How to Build the Small Homes Council "W" Trusso* 
While the necessary trusses were being assembled in the jig, the gable 
ends were constructed on the slab of the houseo Due to their weight, it vas 
desirable to fabricate the sections as near as possible to the point of 
final usea The gable ends used the same size members as the truss; how.ver~ 
all members were put in the same plane to form a flat surface for the ex-
terior materialo This resulted in two bevel cuts being made on the bottom 
chords at the heel position so that the top chord extended over the bottom 
chord for the roof overhango With the over-all dimensions established by 
the top and bottom chord members$ 2" x 4" nailers were placed 2-feet OoCo, 
with the flat side down on the exterior side of the gable end, and nailed. 
Screen wire was nailed in the upper one .. half section prior to the start-
ing of the 1• x 8" bevel siding which was the exterior finish materialo To 
b:uild the ventilating feature into the gable end, 111 x 6" spacer blocks were 
cut 4 inches long and were placed over the 211 x 4" nailers o This spaced 
each 1" x 8" bevel siding board in the upper one-third section of the · gable 
endo As each gable was completed, it was hung in an inverted position on 
the wallso 
During the erection of the roof section9 one gable end was rotated into 
position and nailed to the top plate of the wall sectiono Temporary bracing 
nailed into the top chord held it in the -vertical position until it was tied 
to the trusses o Each truss was carried inside of the structure andj like 
the gable end, was hung in the inverted positiono Two carpenters on the two 
exterior walls controlled the ends of the trusses as they were rotated into 
place by the laborers standing on the floor slabo A laborer at the center 
of the truss held it in a vertical position until continuous tie boards 
could be nailed on the top chords at points approximately halfway up the top 
chord members o Each truss was rota ted by this method and secured to the 
wall plate on 2-foot centers by the carpenters while the next truss was 
brought in by the rest of the crew o In order to provide ample room for ro-
tating the second gable end, the last three trusses were rotated and leaned 
against the last upright truss that h~d been fastened to the walla After 
*Available from the Small Homes Council, University of Illinois,-
Mumrord House, Urbana; .Illinois, for 25. ·aentso 
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the gable end came into position, these trusses were moved along the top 
plate to their respective positions and nailedo Temporary bracing on the 
wall sections was then removedo 
To enclose the structure as soon as possible for protection against 
the elements 1 lft x 6" T&G sheathing was applied immediately following the 
truss erectiono The sheathing ends were trimmed with a portable hand saw, 
and metal lilT" starter strips were applied to all edges. 
This put the house in a position to receive the 15-pound felt, and the 
19-inch selvage roll-roofingo This roofing was applied in the horizontal 
directiono Cold-applied mastic and nails were used (manufacturer's direc-
tions) and rolled to a sntpoth flat surfaceo Squares were cut and applied 
as a Boston cap ridge o Due to the pitch of the roof and local wind condi-
tions, it was not feasible to use standard thick-butt shingles o 
As the roofing was being applied, one carpenter w.s diverted to the in-
stallation of the lightweight prefabricated flueo This consisted of block-
ing between the trusses, hanging the flue by strap hangers to the bottom · 
chords of two trusses, extending the sections 2 feet above the ridge or the 
roof, and installing the flue housingo Completing this operation at this 
point eliminated flashing problems around the flue housingo 
{For the roughing-in wiring work at this time, see •Wiring", page 29o) 
COMPLETING THE SHELL 
The first items installed after the ·completion of the roof section were the 
soffit and fascia o This was necessary since it w~s not considered good 
practice to install the large fixed glass windows until all of the overhead 
work had been completedo The crew was divided into two groups at this pointe 
One group was assigned to work on the soffit, while the other crew made and 
installed the three exterior door jambs, -· applied the exterior trim around 
the jambs, and hung the combination doors o 
Assembly-line techniques were used to fabricate the ventilating louver 
units; all of the parts were pre-cut, routed, sanded and assembledo · These 
units were set in a bead of caulking in the rough openings of the wall and 
were na.iledo The fixed glass was purchased on an in-place basis so while 
it was being installed by the vendor 9 one of the carpenters made the perman-
ent window stops o He then removed the temporary stops and embedded the stops 
in a bead of caulking before nailing. This operation completely enclosed 
the structure as one large roomo Protection against the weather was thus 
provided, as well as an inside working area for the crew 1 and storage space 
for equipnent and some ma.terialo 
. The first job scheduled for the carpentry crew after the structure had 
been enclosed was that of insulating the side walls o Semi-thick 23" x 48t 
batts were used and were held in place by an industrial stapling guno 
While the house was one large open room~ the entire ceiling wallboard 
(1/2-inch foilback gypsum wallboard) was applied to the lover chords or the 
trusses o Study of the wallboard layout showed that it was possible to use 
""'2200> 
large size sheets (all sheets were 4 1 x 10 ns or 4 1 x 12 1 s)o This reduced 
t he number of joints to be treated and also the number of pieces of wall-
board material to be handled by the workmeno (See drawing 1 page 24.,) 
No elaborate scaffolding or material-holding devices were used on this 
operationo 
The application of wallboard on the exterior side-walls followed imme-
diately after the ceiling operationo Here again sizes of material that re-
quired the least amount of cutting and fitting were usedo This wallboard 
was applied directly to the inside face of the stud in the horizontal direc-
tiono Contrary to the usual practice of applying the top sheet of wallboard 
first , the procedure was reversed as an aid to the workmen since the lower 
sheet held the weight of the top sheeto Construction details calling for a 
ceiling height of s~~~ after the finish ceiling material was applied per-
mitt ed any irregularities to be covered by the 2-1/2-inch _base trim and the 
2-inch ceiling trimo 
INTERIOR PARTITIONS 
Framing far the partitions was started after the wallboard had been applied 
t o the exterior walls and to the ceilingo The Noo 1 wall to be placed was 
the plumbing wall dividing the kitchen and the bathroomo This wall was 
buil t in -two sections~ one on each side of the plumbing tree, but a common 
t op and bottom plate was usedo These plates were put in place, and 2• x 2n 
studs were placed on each edge of the plates and nailed . This eliminated 
the usual notching of the studs in the plumbing wall o From pre-cut parts 9 
all other partitions were constructed on the floor near· the positions they 
were to occupy o Upon completion, they were tipped into place and nailed to 
the f l oor with tempered steel nails o Shims were placed between the top plate 
and the finish ceiling material before nailing into the ceiling blocking or 
the bottom chord of the truss o Shimming was necessary since 1/2-inch clear-
ance was needed for the tipping operatione 
Duri ng the planning stage, each partition was given a number to desig-
nate t he erection sequence o (See drawing , page 25o ) This numbering pl an 
allowed for adequate work space in the vici nity of the partition plus ampl e 
room f or naili ng from one partition to the othere No attempt was made to 
apply t he wallboard to the partition framing before it was tipped into 
place due to t he need for nailing space and the need for bringing t he wiririg 
to t he out letso 
STORAGE UNITS 
As t he f irst s t ep in the assembly of the cl oset-wall units , the thia~wall 
panels wer e laminatedo {This consisted of gluing a 4 1 x 8R x 3/8" sheet of 
gypsum board to a 46 x 8 8 x 1/S• sheet of tempered hardboard with l inoleum 
pasteo) These were laminated on the floor s l ab in the bedroom section of 
the house since it was necessary to place weights on the panels for a 24-
hour period before erectiono With the partition wall serving as a back for 
the cl oset in bedroom Noo 1, it was necessary to fabricate only three thin-
wall panels for the closet separating bedrooms Noo 2 and Noo 3o (See Floor 
Planj page 3, for locationo) 
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Pre-cutting, sanding and assembly of the multiple-shelf units and the 
divider panel were the next steps in this operationo To erect the closet, 
the multiple-shelf unit base was located and fastened to the slab flooro 
The unit was then positioned on the base, shimmed at the top, and nailed .to 
blocking between the roof trusses and to the baseo Essentially the same 
procedure was used for the installation of the divider panel. 
The laminated panels were placed in the vertical position and were 
nailed on three edges and onto the multiple-shelf unitso Pre-cut shelving 
was then positioned between the divider unit and the end walls; nailing was 
accomplished by driving through the laminated panels into the edges of the 
shelve so 
Shelf brackets and movable shelves in the multiple-shelf units were 
installed as a final assembly operation. Trim around the unit was applied 
at the same time the rest of the house was being trimmed outo When the 
interior. painting was complete, ceiling-hung splint-wood folding doors were 
installed on the front of the closet. For complete details, see How to 
Build the Small Homes Council Closet-Wall.* 
KITCHEN CABINETS 
The demonstration house was provided with wall-hung cabinets in the kitcheno 
These were lQV-2" long, 2i-2" high, and 12" wideo These units were pre-cuto 
Grooves £:or the hardboard sliding doors were cut on the power sawo (See 
drawing, page 27.) Assembly was done on the work table set up in the living 
room-all joints being glued and nailed, and screws applied at the cornerso 
To fasten these units, 1 X 2 1s were placed on the walls as supports, and the 
cabinets were fitted directly over these members and nailed. The wall sec-
tions formed the back of the units as an economy measure to reduce the 
material costo 
The sliding doors were pre-cut and fitted, and metal edging strips were 
glued to the two vertical edges as trim. This metal edging also acted as a 
stiffening device for the hardboard doorso Finger pulls were installed by 
boring holes into the doors and gluing the pulls in placeo 
The 10 lineal feet of base cabinets were built in place with the wall 
section again being used as the back of the unito All parts of equal dimen-
sions--drawers, doors,exterior trim, and shelving-were pre-cut prior to the 
assembly operationo Three-fourth inch plywood was used for the base" top, 
dividers, doors, and drawer frontso Framing members that were exposed in 
the finished cabinet were white pine o 
For the work surface on top of the cabinets, a field-applied plastic 
material was used and was capped with metal edging stripso · 
t_ 
* Available from the Small Homes Council, University of Illinois, 
Mumford House, Urbana, Illinois, for 25 cents. 
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The 8 feet or storage cabinets in the kitchen were built in place us-
ing the divider panels as described under closet wallso !his divided the 
8-foot section into four 2-foot iinitso One unit housed the hot-water tank; 
one unit ·was a bro<;D closeti and the other two were for shelf storageo 
(See floor plan for location, page 3.) At· 5 1 ~6-t above the floor, a C\ivider 
was run horizol).tally:'o .Eight doors made from plywood were hung to the ver-£i-
ea.l di vj,der panels _to enclose the closets o 
PLUMBIMX 
The plumbing was a · subcontracted jobo The scheduling of the work along with 
the outlining or spec~fic items to be done by the plumber at certain con-
struction stages were- ~he main items co~sidered during th~ pre-planning phase 
or the studyo Scheduling ·was required in order to ·eliminate unnecessary 
trips to the .job aDd -a:J_so t.ci eliminate one trade interfering with the work 
or anothero . ( 
Because the mason 1ai~ the toUiXiation .· wall nearest the plumbing wall as 
the Hdo 1 wall, the· plumber-vas able to use this . as a base line for the lo-
cation o£ his pipes. By starting his work at this time, ve_ry little hand 
trenching vas needed since the final dumping or gravel-fill was not scheduled 
until ~ter the foundati9D had been completed. 
.l 
. ~_ing his firs.~ visit to the site, the plumber did the following: 
lo Put in a 3/ 4-tnch water service to the street maino · 
2o Ran all Undertloor drains to a distance of 5 feet outside of the 
foundation wall; built a plumbing tree of the drain and vent pipes 
to a height o£ approximately 4 feet in the plumbing wall spaceo 
3o Ran all hot- and cold-water supply line~ under the flooro 
4o . Exte~ed the hot- and cold-water lines in the plumbing wall to their 
prope~ _height and location., These pipes were fabricated alo.ng with 
the dl-ains so that the fixture branches would extend through the 
finish material o·n the plumbing wall • . 
5o EXtended the drain and ·supply lines coming up through the floor at 
points other than in the plumbing wall location to a height of ap-
prqximately 4 inches above the finish floor line~and capped themo 
6o Joined the hot- and cold-water supply lines with a temporaey con-
necti:_on; turned on water pressure for test purposes and also to 
supply construction water at the center of the site. 
7o Tested the drain lineso 
After the shell of the house ha.d been completed and the framing of the 
partitions erected, the plumber returned to the site and--
lo Extended the two_ vents through the roof section. 
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2 o Extended. t4e two frost-proof sill cocks through the exterior wallso 
3o Set the_ bathtub and exterlded the pipes for the shower head and 
contralso 
4o Del.i vered the kitchen sink and the l.S.va tory o 
I . 
·,Prior to the. plumber's third trip to the job; the ·carpenters built the 
kitchen and la:vatory Cabinets, ins_talled .the fixtur.es in ·these units, and 
applied the cabinf)t-top finish material. Tiling ·of the bathroom vall was 
also -completedo -,This made it /possible . f~ the plumber to 'finish the job by 
conrtecting -tlie fixtUres 'and install~ng the water closet' electric hot-water 
h~ater -atxl the water meter. · 
HEATING 
The heating system $or the 'demonstration-hous_es was ... a ."warm-air, perimeter 
systemo The heating eontra'cts ·. were divided. so that. t~e masonry subcon~rac­
tor was to install ·the ubdertloor ducts' but JWa.a,. 'to be---s-upplied: with · the · 
register boots, m~tal · fittings and the· plenum b,y. the heating subcontractoro 
These were .fabricated in the shop ~f the heating subcontractor and delivered 
to the job during the. foundation work o · _ 
The heating unit g.id not have to be put il! operation immediately fol-
lowing the --- enclosing of the house sinc_e this building :operation was e,onducted 
during the smmner; howev~r, this cohl.d have been acc;omplished without · any 
difficulty o The heating- contractor was ndt called to ~the site until . a-fter 
all of the partitions 1 trim, etco were in pl~ce o 'l'he framing that formed 
the enclosure of the .furnace space was left open at the__, front and rear-to 
allow working r~om dur~ng the setting o! t,he t~ce o , -- The furnace· installed 
was an oil-fired{ pot-type, counter-flow unit with a 64j000 B.ToUo . .rating. 
This was locat$d directly over the plenum and _connected to the previously 
install,eq lightweight flue o . Connections were made to. the pil line cOIIJ.iJ:lg 
from under the floor and to the el~ctrical ·outlet providedo While .the - ~wo 
vor kmen were set~ng the f~nace, ·an~ther wo;rkman was buryitag the c)il stor-
age tank near the kitchen wallo The tank was · covered ·with earth after the 
connections had been made and .it was filled immediately to prevent fldatlngo 
- . : ' . 'I 
. Aft~r the ducts. were cut out through-the register boots and the regis-
ters installed, the fm:nace was started-1 oiled, and testedo 
Wm.ING 
The first op~ration of the electrician was 'scheduled to be completed while 
the carpentry crew was -world~ 9n ihe :r·oofingo (Some · ..codes my delay: this 
until 'the building:, is enclosedG) Scheduling was arranged in this sequence 
in order ·t:hat the ·electrieian could work inside the -house without interfer-
ence from the ·other trades o 
During this time, the electrician erected the service pole, set th~ 
fuse panel, iJ;stall~ swi tche·s and duplex outlets in 't(he_ exterior wall, .J 
installed the -ki tc;hen exhaust fan, and ran all lines o The lines to the 
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exterior walls were wired into the panel and connected so that power would 
be available for the electrical equipment set up within the houseo Wires 
to outlets specified on interior partitions were cut to length, coiled and 
placed on the top of truss bottom chordso 
When the carpenters were completing the framing· and tip-up of the in-
terior partitions, the electrician returned to the job and dropped the wires 
from the attic through the partition top plates o ~ He also installed the out-
lets and switcheso (Close coordination between the -carpentry crew and the 
electrician was essential at this point due to the wallboard application on 
the partitions immediately following their erectiono) The ceiling boxes 
were also installed and connectedo 
On the electrician's third trip to the site, there was no scheduling 
problem as the work was a simple finishing operationo This consisted of in-
stalling the fixtures, wiring in the medicine cabinet _lights, and applying 
duplex and switch face-plateso 
EQUIPMENT 
Power Eguioment 
Power equipment used during the construction of the demonstration houses was 
considered the minimum required for contractors who build from one to ten 
houses per yearo Throughout this project, the workmen were encouraged to 
use this eq.uipment whenever possibleo So that they would make use of it, 
the equipment was always placed conveniently near the place they were work-
ingo . 
The powe~ equipment consisted of: 
l o lQit - one horsepower radial arm saw with extension tableo (See 
following paragrapho) . 
2o s- - one horsepower portable hand sawo 
3o 6n - one-half horsepower portable joiner .. 
4o 1/2" - slow-speed, heavy-duty drill. 
5o 1/4• - high-speed dril~o 
6o 2• - belt sandero 
7. Oscillating sandero 
So Attachments to the aboveo These consisted of drills, a cutter head 
for boring the ring connector grooves in the truss members, and the 
usual amount of sav blades, including a dado set for the radial arm 
sawo 
The radial arm saw and the joiner · were the two items used most frequent-
ly in this project, the other items becoming s~condary · and being used for 
-.3().;. 
specific jobso It was noted that the radial arm saw with the one horsepower 
motor rat ing was too small~ This resulted in the motor overheating during 
continuous ripping operations on materials above the l-inch dimension. In 
the equipment listed above, an increase in the size of the power unit on the 
radial arm saw is the Qnly change recommended o 
Hatxl Tools 
Each carpenter on the job had an average amount of general carpentry tools 
which he furnished for his own use o The only hand tool furnished by the con-
tractor was a wood trimmero This trimmer was used in lieu of a mitre box 
and proved very successf'ul in making accurate cuts ard joints at any angleo 
It was portable and was used both inside and outsideo 
Use of Work Tables and Jigs 
This particular phase or the study sought to achieve the best possible re-
sults in the way of quality production without a corresponding increase in 
labor costso To achieve this, an elevated work table and jig were used in 
fabricating the subsection of the exterior wallse The time expended in set-
ting up this jig more than paid for itself in that it reduced a subsequent 
operation by 14 man-hours and resulted in a better finished producto 
A jig was also used to assemble the truss sections~ This resulted in 
a more uniform product and the elimination of nail holes in the concrete 
slabo It also ~ept the slab free for the fabrication of the gable end sec-
tions. which were assembled at the Sa.tJle timeo The latter provided separation 
and better utili-zation of the working crewo When the exterior of the house 
was: completed, the crew moved to the interior and set up the power equipment 
and a work table in the area that was to be the living room. From this lo-
. cationj the interior work proceeded with a minimum waste in man-hours and 
effort by the crewo . 
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MAN-HOUR COOT 
FOUNDATION AND SLAB 
Component Skilled Unskilled Machine Total. 
l o Earth Preparation 2 2 
2o Layout 
Staking and 
Batter boards 9-1/4 13-1/4 22-1/2 
3o Excavation 
Footing Trenches 34 34 
4o Fou.tdations 68-1/2 62-1/4 130-3/4 
5o Floor 
Duct ·placing, till, 
vapor barrier, wire 
mesh9 concrete fin-
ishing 28-3/4 - 54-1/4 1..;.1/2 84-1/2 
TOTAL 106-1/2 163-3/4 3-1/2 273-3/4 
SHELL 
6o Wall Framing 
Building 20-3/4 4-1/2 25-1/4 
Erection 25-1/4 3-3/4 . 29 
Sheathing 5-3/4 1-1/2 7-1/4 
Si~ng 32 6-1/2 .38-1/2-
Gable End .(total) 19-1/4 5 24-1/4 
Louvers 6'1-l.L2 ~-1L' ~-3L' 
TOTAL 170-1/2 26-1/2 197 
7o Roof Framing 
Trusses .... 
1 35-1/4 11-3/4 47 Sheathing 20-1/4 4-1/4 . 24-1/2 
Roofing 27-2L4 11 . !Jr.8-JL4 
TOlAL 93-1/4 27 120-1/4 
So Exterior Trim 18-1/2 18.:..1/2 
10o Exterior Windows 
Sills, stops 9 
fixed glass, 
exterior trim 4~3/4 ~1/2 47-1/4 
l4o Exterior Doors 
Storm doors onlY 7-3/4 1/4 8 
19o Fl ue i=JL' 5-2L4 
.. 
TOI'AL 336-1/2 . 6o-l/4 396-3/4 
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" 
5o 
9o 
lOo 
l2 o 
l3 o 
14o 
l6o 
l7o 
JOo 
Component 
Finish Floor 
Partitions 
Windows - Interior Trim 
Insulation 
Wallboard 
Doors 
Cabinets 
Closet-wall Units 
Miscellaneous 
TOTAL 
Excludes ~ 
llo Wiring 
l5 o Septic Tank 
l8o Painting 
20o Plumbing 
2lo Heating 
22 o Garage 
23o Walks & Drives 
24o Grading 
27 o Storm Sash 
MAN-HOUR COST 
FINISH OPERATION 
Skilled 
36 
16-3/4 
28 
Unskilled 
. 8-3/4 
97-3/4 
57-i/4 
82 
lll-1/2 
2 
440 
1/4 
34-i/4 
2-i/4 
1 
7-3/4 
36-1/2 
' 
82 
MAN-HOUR BRE.AKD:C1lN 
Component Skilled Unskilled 
Slab Total 106-1/2 163-3/4 
Shell Total 336-l/2 60-i./4 
FiniSh Operation Total 440 82 
TOTAL 
Accessori es : 
Fence 
Garage 
Walks & Drives 
Grading 
Storm Windows 
TarAL 196-1/2 173-!f..2 
TOTAL MAN-HOURS l(j/9-1/2 479-1/2 
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Machine 
Machine 
3-l/2 
9 
12-1/2 
Total 
36 
16-3/4 
28 
9 
132 
59-l/2 
83 
119-J./4 
38-J./2 
522 
Total 
273-3/4 
396-3/4 
522 
1192-1/2 
379 
1571-l/2 
SUMMARY 
MAN-HOUR BREAKDOWN 
Component Skilled Unskilled Machine Total 
lo Earth Preparation 2 2 
2o Layout 9-1/4 13-3/4 23 
3o Excavation 34 34 
4o Foundations 68-l/2 62-1/4 130-3/4 
5o Floor 56-3/4 102-l/2 1-l/2 160-3/4 
6o Exterior Walls 170-i/2 26-l/2 197 
7o Roof Framing 89 Z1 116 
So Ext-erior Trim 18-l/2 18-l/2 
9o Partitions · 23-J./2 23-i/2 
10o W~ows 56-l/2 6-;l/2 63 
llo W~ing 
l2o Insulation 8-3/4 l/4 9 
13o Wallboard 97-3/4 34-i/4 132 
14o Doors 65 2-i/2 67-l/2 
15o Septic Tank_ 
16o Cabinets 82 1 83 
17o Closet-wall Units lll-l/2 7-3/4 119-l/4 
l8o Painting 
19o Flue 5-3/4 5-3/4 
20o Plumbing 
2lo Heating 
22o Garage 155-l/2 65-3/4 221-l/4 
23o walks & Drives 47-3/4 31-l/2 79-i/4 
24o Rough Grading 27-f/2 9. 36-l/2 
26o Bath Tile 
27o Storm Windows · 11 11 )Oo Miscellaneous 2 2_6-!/..2 'J.8-!f.2 
TOTAL 1CJ79-l/2 479-l/2 12-l/2 1571-l/2 
Note g Figures not listed were all subcontracted 1 tems o 
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Component 
SAMPlE ORDER-sCBEDUIE 
BY COMPONENTS 
4o Foundations 
5-
6. 
Bo Footings 
1 o House - 16" x 8" 
Co Blocks - 8 x 8 x 16 
4x8xl6 
Precast Caps - 4 x 8 x 16 
Do Insulation 
12" x .36" x 1" A.E o Perimeter Insulation 
E.. Termite Shield 
1 roll - 10" - oz o Copper Armoured Kratt Paper 
F .. Anchor Bolts, 1/2 X 12 
Floor 
Ao Heat Ducts - Subcontract 
Boots - 4" x 14• 
Boots - 6• x- ~ x 18" - Kitchen 
Adj ustab1e Elbows 
Air Ducts - 7" 
B .. Fill 
Gravel Fill - Pit R~ 
Co Vapor Barrier 
Kraft Paper - 1-l/2 roll - 8 v · width 
Do Concrete & Wire Mesh 
Concrete - 1-2-.3 mix· 
Wire Mesh - /110 - l-1/2 rolls 
Eo- "Finish Floor, 9" x 9• X 1/8" 
ncn. Grade AsPhalt Tile 
Exterior Walls 
Ao Framing -Wall 1. 
21 - Stuis - 2 X 4 X 7 1 - 7-iJ/8" 
1 - Stud - 2 X 4 X 6 i - 7-1/2• 
.3 - Studs - 2 X 4 X 5 v - 5-3/4" 
9 - Headers - 3 w - 8-.3/4" · 
4 - Top Plates - 2 X 4 X 18 
2 - Bottom Plates - 2 x 4 x 18 
2- Blocking- 2·x 4 x 1' - 9-~2• 
1 - Blocking - 2 ··x 4 x 0 11 - lG-l/2~ 
2-- Blocking - 2 x 4 x ov - 7-~4• 
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Order 
132 lin~ ft. 
(4 CUo ydso) 
294 
98 
98 
128 lin.., fto 
1.20 lin._ fto 
16 
'11 
1 
14 
250 lin~ ft o 
15 CUo ydso 
15 CUo yds o 
1500 sqo fta 
950 sq_o .rt .. 
See Cutting 
and Order 
Schedule 
HHFA DEMONSTRATION HOUSES 
Exterior Walls - Sample Cutting and Order Schedule 
SIZE NO o CUT FROM USE 
2 X 4 X-- REQ WHERE USED 2 X 4 .X- WASTE WASTE FOR BUY 
7 g -8" 21 Walll 
19 Wall2 
18 Wall 3 
17 Wall 4 
~ Corners ?9-7U-llW 79-0U-JW Scrap 79-?U-1111 
is n-on 12 Top & Bottom 
Plates 
Walls 1 & 2 12-18 n -Qit None None 12-18 g -()II 
16 9-8" 6 Top & Bottom 
· Plates 
-· 
Walls 1 & 3 6-18 11-QD 6-lR-Jn Stock Pile 6-18U -Qft 
l2 U-Qn 4 Top & Bottom 
Plates 
Walls 2 & 4 4-12 n -0" None None 4-12 !1={)11 
12U-8n 2 Top Plates 
\!ails 2 & 4 2-18 11 -0" 2-5 9-3" 2-49-311 2-18 ° -QII 
6 ¥-8R 3 Doors 
Walls 1, 3 
&4 3-18U - Qn 3-l1 U-4n 3-6¥-5-7/8" J-18B-Qit 
6 i-6-J/8" 3 Studs Surplus 
Wall 3 J'-llU-411 3-4i-9· 1-49-2-1/2" None 
SV-6-1/4" 3 Studs 2 Blocking 
Wall 1 l-18R-Qtt 1-18-411 QU-7-1/2" 1-18 9-Qil 
4¥-3" 2 Studs Surplus 
Wall 4 2-5 U-Jn 2-lR.-Qn Scrap None 
3V-8-J/4" 49 Headers Surplus 1-1 g -9-1/2"' 
l-5 U-8tt 1-111-1111 4-1 9-9-1/2" 
7-16 9-Qit 7-Q R-llft. 1-~ 9 -1-3/4• ' 5-18 9-Qn 
5-18U-Qtt 5-3 9- 0" 7-0 9-li• ·-_ 7-l6U-Qtt 
3U-l-l/4" 5 Studs Surplus 
Walls 2 & 4 5-5 v:_gn 2 ll-6Jr 5-1 9-9-1/2" None 
2 °-1-J/4" 1 Studs Surplus 
Wall 4 1-3 °-QII l-Qn-8n Scrap None 
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